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Non-Hermitian Avalanche Effect – Non-Perturbative Effect Induced by Local
Non-Hermitian Perturbation on a Z2 Topological Order
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1Center for Advanced Quantum Studies, Department of Physics,
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In this paper, based on a non-Hermitian toric-code model, we surprisingly find that the degener-
acy of ground states can be changed by a local non-Hermitian perturbation (even in thermodynamic
limit). We call it non-Hermitian avalanche effect. As the physics consequences of the non-Hermitian
avalanche effect, a correspondence between bulk quasi-particles and topologically protected degen-
erate ground states for Z2 topological order is borken down. In addition, the PT symmetry breaking
transition of the topologically degenerate ground states subspace can be observed by fidelity sus-
ceptibility.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been a lot of activities in
the research on non-Hermitian topological systems[1–
38], including non-Hermitian topological insulators,
non-Hermitian topological superconductors, and non-
Hermitian topological semi-metals. After considering the
non-Hermitian extensions of the usual topological band
systems, quantum exotic effects are uncovered, such as
the fractional topological invariant and defective edge
states[6, 17], non-Hermitian skin effect[14, 21, 24, 35, 37],
and the breakdown of bulk-boundary correspondence[11,
14–16, 30–32, 34, 37]. In addition to the research on non-
Hermitian topological band systems, the non-Hermitian
extensions of intrinsic topological orders that are many-
body topological systems with long range entanglement
are studied[39, 40]. In Ref.[39], the non-Hermitian strings
and the breakdown of the correspondence between bulk
quasi-particles and topologically protected degenerate
ground states are discovered. In Ref.[40], a continu-
ous quantum phase transition without gap closing was
explored that occurs in non-Hermitian topological or-
ders together with the breakdown of the Lieb-Robinson
bound.
Therefore, one must give it careful reconsideration on
the non-Hermitian extensions of topological stability for
intrinsic topological orders. It was well known that for
the topological ordered states, due to the existence of en-
ergy gap, the ground states are robust. The degeneracy of
the ground states depends on the topology of the system
and is also robust against any small and local perturba-
tions. Topological phase transition between topological
ordered states and trivial states may occur when the per-
turbations become large enough and are beyond certain
thresholds.
In this paper, we will study topological stability for
intrinsic topological orders under non-Hermitian pertur-
bations by taking the non-Hermitian toric-code model as
an example. The effect of non-Hermitian avalanche for a
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designed toric-code model is uncovered: for the designed
toric-code model with special external fields, a tiny non-
Hermitian perturbation (local imaginary state selective
dissipation) leads to anomalous topological degeneracy
and the breakdown of bulk-degeneracy correspondence
(a correspondence between bulk quasi-particles and topo-
logically protected degenerate ground states).
II. TOPOLOGICAL STABILITY OF
(HERMITIAN) Z2 TOPOLOGICAL ORDER
Firstly, we show the topological stability of (Hermi-
tian) Z2 topological order.
For a Z2 topological order, there are four types of topo-
logical sectors (ground state and three types of quasi-
particles), 1 (vacuum), e (e-particle or Z2 charge), m
(m-particle or Z2 vortex), f (fermion). e-particle and
m-particle are all bosons with mutual pi statistics be-
tween them. The fermion can be regarded as a bound
state of an e-particle and an m-particle. All these quasi-
particles have finite energy gaps ∆I , (I = e, m, f). The
four kinds of topological sectors is denoted by N = 4
where N denotes the number of topological sector of
quasi-particles. When we consider the perturbations on
the systems, the energy gaps ∆I may change slightly,
∆I → (∆I)′ = ∆I + δ∆I (δ∆I ≪ ∆I) and cannot be
closed. That indicate all perturbations are irrelevant.
When we consider the system on a torus, the ground
states have topological degeneracy. Each degenerate
ground state |0〉I corresponds to the one by adding a vir-
tual quasi-particle. We can use the basis of sectors of (vir-
tual) quasi-particles to characterize the ground states,
i.e.,
(|0〉, |e〉, |m〉, |f〉) . (1)
This is named bulk-degeneracy correspondence (BDC).
We denote the BDC by
N (= 4) = D, (2)
where D denotes the number of ground state degener-
acy. For a system with infinite size, the four ground
2states (|0〉, |e〉, |m〉, |f〉) become degenerate with exact
zero energy splitting. When one considers the perturba-
tions on the systems, the degeneracy of the four ground
states doesn’t change. In Ref.[41], it is pointed out that
the topological-order classes are stable against any small
stochastic local transformations and there exists a phe-
nomenon of emergence of unitarity.
We use the Kitaev’s toric-code model as an example
to illustrate the topological stability of (Hermitian) Z2
topological order. The toric-code model is an exactly
solvable spin model, of which the Hamiltonian is
HˆTC = −g(
∑
s
As +
∑
p
Bp), (3)
where As =
∏
i∈s σ
x
i and Bp =
∏
i∈p σ
z
i , the subscripts
s and p represent the vertices and plaquettes of a square
lattice, respectively. In this paper, we set g ≡ 1. For
the toric-code model, the ground states are defined as
As|ψg〉 = |ψg〉, Bp|ψg〉 = |ψg〉 for all As and Bp. Further-
more, the elementary excitations are defined as As = −1
and Bp = −1.
The quantum states of Z2 topological order are char-
acterized by different configurations of strings, Wˆ (C) =∏
i∈C σ
αi
i where σ
αi
i is αi-type Pauli matrix on site i
and
∏
i∈C is over all the sites on the string along a loop
C, i.e., |Φ〉 =∑C aCWˆ (C)|0〉 where |0〉 denotes the spin
polarized states with all spin down (|↓↓, ..., ↓〉), Wˆ (C) de-
notes the possible string operators, and aC is weight of
the string operator. The different configurations of open
strings correspond to different excited states of different
quasi-particles. For e-particle/m-particle, the string con-
nects the nearest neighboring odd (even) sub-plaquettes
Wˆc/v(C) =
∏
i∈C
σ
sc/v
i , (4)
where the product
∏
i∈C is over all the sites on the
string along a loop C connecting odd-plaquettes (or even-
plaquettes), sc = z and sv = x. The string for f-particles
is defined as
Wˆf (C) = Wˆv(C)Wˆc(C) =
∏
i∈C
σ
sf
i , (5)
where sf = y. We point out that the local perturbations
on the Z2 topological order just locally, and slightly de-
form the string configurations but can never change the
degeneracy of ground states.
In addition, for the toric-code model, the dissipation
effect had been studied in Ref[42]. The results show that
small dissipations cannot change the ground states. As a
result, the degenerate ground states make up a protected
code subspace and can be regarded as topological qubits
to do possible topological quantum computation [44].
FIG. 1: (Color online) The schematic diagram of the designed
toric-code model. The external fields are applied only on three
paths.
III. DESIGNED TORIC-CODE MODEL AND
ITS DEGENERATE GROUND STATES
In this section, we introduce the designed toric-code
model, of which the Hamiltonian is expressed as
Hˆ ′TC = HˆTC + Hˆ
′, (6)
where
Hˆ ′ = hx
∑
i∈L1
σxi + hz
∑
i∈L2
σzi + h
′
x
∑
i∈L3
σxi . (7)
Here, hx, hz and h
′
x are real parameters, and h
′
x is a
small real parameter. The dominating external fields are
applied only on two crossing lines (L1 and L2). In addi-
tion, the auxiliary external fields are applied on L3. See
the illustration in Fig.1.
Under the perturbation Hˆ ′ = hx
∑
i∈L1 σ
x
i +
hz
∑
i∈L2 σ
z
i + h
′
x
∑
i∈L3 σ
x
i , the quasi-particles begin to
hop. The terms hx
∑
i∈L1 σ
x
i and h
′
x
∑
i∈L3 σ
x
i drives
the m-particle without affecting fermion and e-particle
along L1 string and L3 string, respectively. The
term hz
∑
i∈L2 σ
z
i drives the e-particle without affecting
fermion and m-particle along L2 string.
The ground state for HˆTC is a Z2 topological order[44–
46]. The ground states have topological degeneracy,
i.e., different topologically degenerate ground states
are classified by different topological closed operation
strings Wˆa(C
close,topo). The operator Wˆa(C
close,topo)
takes on binary values 0, 1 and denotes whether the
loops Cclose,topo belong to the even or odd wind-
ing number sectors along the x/y-direction. So, we
can use the basis of even-odd parity of the winding
number of electric field lines around the torus |mab〉 ,( |0, 0〉 |0, 1〉 |1, 0〉 |1, 1〉 ) . For a Z2 topological order
3with 4 degenerate ground states, there exist the follow-
ing equations that illustrate the relationship between the
basis of even-odd parity of the winding number of elec-
tric field lines around the torus |mab〉 (a, b = 0, 1) and
the basis of topological sectors labeled by different quasi-
particles,


|0〉
|e〉
|m〉
|f〉

 = U


|0, 0〉
|0, 1〉
|1, 0〉
|1, 1〉

U−1
where
U =
1√
2


1 1 0 0
1 −1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 1 −1

 .
As a result, the bulk-degeneracy correspondence is valid,
i.e.,
N (= 4) = D. (8)
We use a four-level system to describe the topolog-
ically degenerate ground states[46]. After considering
Hˆ ′, three quantum tunneling processes occur: (1) vir-
tual Z2-vortex propagating along L1 (eˆx direction); (2)
virtual Z2-charge propagating along L2 (eˆy direction);
(3) virtual Z2-vortex propagating along L3 (eˆy direction)
around the torus. With the help of the high-order purter-
bative theory, the four-level quantum system of the four
nearly degenerate ground states on a 2 ∗ Lx ∗ Ly lattice
(with 2 ∗ Lx ∗ Ly spins) is obtained
HˆLx∗Lyeff = ∆(τx1 ⊗ 1) + ε(τz1 ⊗ τx2 ) + κ(1⊗ τx2 ), (9)
where ∆ = (αhx)
Lx , ε = (αhz)
Ly and κ = (αh′x)
Ly
(α is real parameter). The eigenvalues of HˆLx∗Lyeff can be
obtained as ±κ±√∆2 + ε2.
IV. TOPOLOGICAL POISONING EFFECT OF
THE NON-HERMITIAN TOPOLOGICAL ORDER
We then take the toric-code model as an example
to illustrate the string poisoning effect by considering
the non-Hermitian local perturbations. Here, the non-
Hermitian toric-code model is defined by adding non-
Hermitian external fields,
Hˆ ′′NTC = HˆTC + Hˆ
′′, (10)
where
Hˆ ′′ =
∑
i
hi ·σi =
∑
i
hxi σ
x
i +
∑
i
h
y
i σ
y
i +
∑
i
hzi σ
z
i . (11)
Now, we introduce hi 6= h∗i for ith-spin, therefore the
Hamiltonian satisfies Hˆ ′′NTC 6= Hˆ ′′∗NTC .
FIG. 2: (Color online) The schematic diagram of topological
poisoning effect: (a) The Hermitian (dynamic) strings for the
Hermitian Z2 topological order; (b) Arbitrary dynamic strings
passing through site i0 (long or short) become non-Hermitian.
This is the physics consequence of topological poisoning effect
by adding local non-Hermitian perturbation on site i0, i.e.,
Da(CN  i0).
To characterize the quantum properties of the non-
Hermitian Z2 topological order, the (non-Hermitian) dy-
namic strings were defined as[39]
Da(CN ) =
∏
i∈C
tˆai∣∣tˆai ∣∣ =
∏
i∈C
hai σ
a
i ,
where hai σ
a
i acts at step i for a-type excitation and the
indices a = v, c, f correspond to three types of quasi-
particles. For the case of Da(CN ) 6= D†a(CN ), a dynam-
ical string becomes non-Hermitian. To study its non-
Hermitian property, we had introduced the biorthogonal
set for the quantum string states of Z2 topological order.
In this paper, we consider the non-Hermitian model
with local non-Hermitian external field on single lattice
site i0, i.e.,
hi0 6= h∗i0 , hi6=i0 = h∗i6=i0 . (12)
Now, arbitrary dynamic strings passing through site i0
(long or short) becomes non-Hermitian,
Da(CN  i0) 6= D†a(CN  i0), (13)
where CN  i0 means the pathes crossing site i0.We call
it topological poisoning effect under local non-Hermitian
perturabtions. Due to the topological poisoning effect,
a local non-Hermitian perturabtion (for example, hi0 at
non-Hermitian external field at site i0) may causes highly
non-local influence. See the illustration in Fig.2. The
red dashed strings are all non-Hermitian dynamic strings
poisoned by the local non-Hermitian perturbations at site
i0.
V. NON-HERMITIAN AVALANCHE EFFECT
A. Local non-Hermitian perturbation
Now, we consider a particular local non-Hermitian per-
turbation on the designed toric-code model,
HˆNTC = Hˆ
′
TC + Hˆ
′′ = HˆTC + Hˆ ′ + Hˆ ′′, (14)
4where
Hˆ ′′ = (λRe + iλIm)σzi0 . (15)
It is obvious that HˆNTC doesn’t have Parity-time symme-
try. However, an important changes is topological poi-
soning effect under local non-Hermitian perturabtions,
Da(CN  i0).
When considering above extra non-Hermitian term,
the effective Hamiltonian of the degenerate ground states
HˆLx∗Lyeff on designed toric-code model may change:
1. When the site i0 is on vertical dynamic string L2,
HˆLx∗Lyeff becomes
HˆLx∗Lyeff = ∆(τx1 ⊗ 1) + ε′(τz1 ⊗ τx2 ) + κ(1⊗ τx2 ), (16)
where ∆ = (αhx)
Lx , ε′ = αLy (hz)Ly−1(hz + λRe +
iλIm) and κ = (αh
′
x)
Ly . The eigenvalues of HˆLx∗Lyeff
can be obtained as ±κ±√∆2 + (ε′)2;
2. When the site i0 is on transverse dynamic string
L1, HˆLx∗Lyeff becomes
HˆLx∗Lyeff = ∆′(τx1 ⊗ 1) + ε(τz1 ⊗ τx2 ) + κ(1⊗ τx2 ), (17)
where ∆′ = αLx(hx)Lx−1(hx + λRe + iλIm), ε =
(αhz)
Ly and κ = (αh′x)
Ly . The eigenvalues of
HˆLx∗Lyeff can be obtained as ±κ±
√
(∆′)2 + ε2;
3. When the site i0 is on crossing between L1 and L2,
HˆLx∗Lyeff becomes
HˆLx∗Lyeff = ∆′(τx1 ⊗ 1) + ε′(τz1 ⊗ τx2 ) + κ(1⊗ τx2 ), (18)
where ∆′ = αLx(hx)Lx−1(hx + λRe + iλIm), ε′ =
αLy (hz)
Ly−1(hz + λRe + iλIm) and κ = (αh′x)
Ly .
The eigenvalues of HˆLx∗Lyeff can be obtained as ±κ±√
(∆′)2 + (ε′)2;
4. When the site i0 is not on dynamic strings (L1, L2
and L3), HˆLx∗Lyeff doesn’t change. The eigenvalues
of HˆLx∗Lyeff can be obtained as ±κ±
√
∆2 + ε2.
In this paper, we focus on the case 1 and Hˆ ′′ = −hz +
ihzσ
x
i0
. Therefore, The eigenvalues of HˆLx∗Lyeff can be
obtained as E± = ±κ±
√
∆2 − ε2.
B. Spontaneous PT-symmetry breaking
When the site i0 is on vertical dynamic string L2 and
Hˆ ′′ = −hz + ihzσxi0 , we have ε′ = iε. Then Hˆ
Lx∗Ly
eff
becomes
HˆLx∗Lyeff = ∆(τx1 ⊗ 1) + iε(τz1 ⊗ τx2 ) + κ(1⊗ τx2 ), (19)
where ∆ = (αhx)
Lx , ε = (αhz)
Ly and κ = (αh′x)
Ly . The
effective Hamiltonian HˆLx∗Lyeff has PT symmetry. The
eigenvalues of HˆLx∗Lyeff can be obtained as
E1 = −κ−
√
∆2 − ε2, E2 = −κ+
√
∆2 − ε2,
E3 = κ−
√
∆2 − ε2, E4 = κ+
√
∆2 − ε2.
(20)
When the site i0 is on vertical dynamic string, for the case
of |∆| ≥ |ε|, the system belongs to a phase with PT sym-
metry, of which E are real and the eigenvectors are eigen-
states of the symmetry operator, i.e., PT |ϕi〉 = |ϕi〉. For
the case of |∆| < |ε|, E are complex, and PT |ϕi〉 6= |ϕi〉.
A PT -symmetry-breaking transition occurs at the ex-
ceptional points |∆| = |ε|, which leads to the following
relation hx = hz when Lx = Ly. It is clear that |ψ1〉 and
|ψ2〉 compose a pair of PT -symmetry, and |ψ3〉 and |ψ4〉
compose another pair of PT -symmetry.
The eigenstates |ϕi〉 of HˆLx∗Lyeff can be written as
|ψ1〉 = 1
N1


iε+
√
∆2−ε2
∆
−∆2+(ε−i√∆2−ε2)(ε−iκ)
∆(
√
∆2−ε2+κ)
−1
1

 ,
|ψ2〉 = 1
N2


iε−√∆2−ε2
∆
∆2+(−ε−i√∆2−ε2)(ε−iκ)
∆(
√
∆2−ε2−κ)
−1
1

 ,
|ψ3〉 = 1
N3


iε−√∆2−ε2
∆
−∆2+(ε+i√∆2−ε2)(ε−iκ)
∆(
√
∆2−ε2−κ)
1
1

 ,
and
|ψ4〉 = 1
N4


iε+
√
∆2−ε2
∆
∆2+(−ε+i√∆2−ε2)(ε−iκ)
∆(
√
∆2−ε2+κ)
1
1

 , (21)
where Ni (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are normalization constant. In
the region of PT -unbroken phase (|∆| ≥ |ε|), the normal-
ization constant are obtained as N1 = N2 = N3 = N4 =
2. And in the region of PT -broken phase (|∆| < |ε|),
the normalization constant are obtained as N1 = N4 =
2
√
ε2+ε
√
ε2−∆2
∆ , N2 = N3 = 2
√
ε2−ε√ε2−∆2
∆ .
From the result, one can see there exist exceptional
points (EPs) at |∆| = |ε|. In the limit of ∆ → 0,
ε → 0 according to the condition of quantum phase
transition (|∆| = |ε|), an arbitrary small local perturba-
tion (a local complex external field) causes the quantum
phase transition for the ground states. We call it non-
Hermitian avalanche effect. In the followings, we show
the physics consequences of the non-Hermitian avalanche
effect - breakdowns of bulk-degeneracy correspondence
for Z2 topological order.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The non-Hermitian degeneracy that is
away from 4. At exceptional point, it is 2.
C. Breakdowns of bulk-degeneracy correspondence
for Z2 topological order
To characterize the non-Hermitian avalanche effect,
we define the (non-Hermitian) degeneracy D under lo-
cal non-Hermitian perturbation.
Firstly, we define the overlap of any two of these four
nearly degenerate eigenstates as follows,
O12 = |〈ψ2|ψ1〉|, O13 = |〈ψ3|ψ1〉|, O14 = |〈ψ4|ψ1〉|,
O23 = |〈ψ3|ψ2〉|, O24 = |〈ψ4|ψ2〉|, O34 = |〈ψ4|ψ3〉|.
(22)
By inserting Eq.(21) into Eq.(22) , we obtain the overlap
as
O12 = | ε
∆
|, O34 = | ε
∆
|,
O13 = 0, O23 = 0, O24 = 0, O14 = 0,
(23)
in the region of PT -unbroken phase (|∆| ≥ |ε|), and
O12 = |∆
ε
|, O34 = |∆
ε
|,
O13 = 0, O23 = 0, O24 = 0, O14 = 0,
(24)
in the region of PT -broken phase (|∆| < |ε|).
Then, we define the degeneracy of ground states in
this case as D = 4−O12 −O34. According to the results
in Fig.3, the degeneracy becomes change under the non-
Hermitian strength. As a result, the bulk-degeneracy
correspondence is broken, i.e.,
N (= 4) 6= D(= 4−O12 −O34). (25)
D. Fidelity susceptibility of ground state
To confirm the existence of the quantum phase tran-
sition from non-Hermitian avalanche effect, we calculate
the fidelity susceptibility of ground state.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) The fidelity susceptibility of ground
states in terms of ε.
Fidelity susceptibility of ground state can be used to
characterize the occurrence of the quantum phase tran-
sitions. In this section, we study fidelity susceptibility of
a given ground state |ψi〉(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) in non-Hermitian
toric-code model. The fidelity of ground state in terms
of ε can be defined as
F (ε, δ) = |〈ψi(ε)|ψi(ε+ δ)〉|. (26)
The fidelity susceptibility of ground state in terms of ε
can be defined as
χ(ε, δ) = lim(δ→0)
−2lnF
δ2
. (27)
The behavior of |ψi〉 of the effective model HˆLx∗Lyeff =
∆(τx1 ⊗ 1) + ε(τz1 ⊗ τx2 ) (κ → 0) is same as that of
H = ∆τx1 + ετ
z
1 . As a result, the fidelity and fidelity
susceptibility of each ground state are obtained as
F (ε, δ) =
{
1− δ28(∆2−ε2) , |∆| ≥ |ε|
1− ∆2δ28ε2(ε2−∆2) , |∆| < |ε|
, (28)
and
χ(ε, δ) =
{
1
4(∆2−ε2) , |∆| ≥ |ε|
∆2
4ε2(ε2−∆2) , |∆| < |ε|
. (29)
In Fig.4, we plot the fidelity susceptibility of ground
states in terms of ε.
E. Numerical calculations of the non-Hermitian
toric-code model
To support our theoretical predictions, we do numer-
ical calculations based on the non-Hermitian toric-code
model HˆNTC on 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 2lattice and on 2 ∗ 3 ∗ 3 lattice.
In Fig.5, we plot the numerical results from the ex-
act diagonalization technique of the non-Hermitian toric
code model HˆNTC on 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 lattice with periodic
boundary conditions. Fig.5 shows the global phase di-
agram of PT -symmetry-breaking transition for topolog-
ically degenerate ground states. The phase boundary
6-0.4 0.0 0.4
-0.4
0.0
0.4
h z
hx
PT unbroken
PT broken
FIG. 5: (Color online) Phase diagram for spontaneous PT-
symmetry breaking for the topologically degenerate ground
states on 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 lattice: in white regions, PT-symmetry is
broken; in the dark regions, PT-symmetry is not broken. The
phase boundaries are exceptional points.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) (a) The real part of energy for the
four degenerate ground states for the case of hx = 0.1 and
h′x = 0.1 via hz based on the non-Hermitian toric-code model
on 2 ∗ 3 ∗ 3 lattice; (b) The imaginary of energy for the four
degenerate ground states for the case of hx = 0.1 and h
′
x = 0.1
via hz based on the non-Hermitian toric-code model on 2∗3∗3
lattice.
are all exceptional points characterized by the relation
(αhx)
2 = (αhz)
2.
In Fig.6, we plot the numerical results from the ex-
act diagonalization technique of the non-Hermitian toric-
code model HˆNTC on 2 ∗ 3 ∗ 3 lattice with periodic
boundary conditions. Fig.6 shows the real part and
imaginary part of energy for the four nearly degener-
ate ground states for the non-Hermitian toric-code model
with hx = 0.1 and h
′
x = 0.1 on 2 ∗ 3 ∗ 3lattice, respec-
tively. The numerical results indicate that exceptional
points occur when hx = hz, which is consistent with the-
oretical prediction.
In addition, we calculate the overlap of any two of these
four nearly degenerate eigenstates Oijdefined as above.
We theoretically predict that the overlaps are
O12 = O34 = | ε
∆
| ∼
{ h2z
h2x
(2 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 lattice)
h3z
h3x
(2 ∗ 3 ∗ 3 lattice)
O13 = O23 = O24 = O14 = 0,
(30)
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FIG. 7: (Color online) The non-Hermitian degeneracy for the
ground states for the case of hx = 0.1 and h
′
x = 0.1 via hz
based on the non-Hermitian toric-code model on 2∗2∗2 lattice
and those on 2 ∗ 3 ∗ 3 lattice.
in PT -unbroken phase. In addition,
O12 = O34 = |∆
ε
| ∼
{ h2x
h2z
(2 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 lattice)
h3x
h3z
(2 ∗ 3 ∗ 3 lattice)
O13 = O23 = O24 = O14 = 0,
(31)
in PT -broken phase.
In Fig.7, we present the numerical results from the ex-
act diagonalization technique of the non-Hermitian toric-
code model on 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 and 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 3 lattices with periodic
boundary conditions, respectively. We plot the the non-
Hermitian degeneracy as a function of hz for the case
of hx = 0.1 and h
′
x = 0.1, which is consistent with the
theoretical prediction. The results indicate the degener-
acy of ground states may be different from 4. Now, he
bulk-degeneracy correspondence is broken, i.e.,
N (= 4) 6= D. (32)
In Fig.8, we show the fidelity susceptibility of the
ground state from the exact diagonalization technique
of the non-Hermitian toric-code model on 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 and
2 ∗ 2 ∗ 3 lattices with periodic boundary conditions, re-
spectively. The results show that the quantum PT phase
transition occurs at EPs.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the non-Hermitian avalanche
effect induced by a local non-Hermitian perturbation. we
investigate the effective models for topological degener-
ate ground states of the designed non-Hermitian toric-
code model by high-order degenerate perturbation the-
ory. In particular, there exists spontaneous PT - sym-
metry breaking for the topologically degenerate ground
70.0 0.2 0.4
0
1000
2000
3000
 Lx*Ly=2*2
 Lx*Ly=3*3
hz
FIG. 8: (Color online) The fidelity susceptibility for the
ground states for the case of hx = 0.1 and h
′
x = 0.1 via
hz based on the non-Hermitian toric-code model on 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 2
lattice and those on 2 ∗ 3 ∗ 3 lattice.
states subspace. At “exceptional points”, the topologi-
cal degenerate ground states merge and the topological
degeneracy turns into non-Hermitian degeneracy. There-
fore, based on a non-Hermitian toric-code model, we sur-
prisingly find that the degeneracy of ground states can
be reduced by a local Non-Hermitian perturbation. In
addition, the PT - symmetry breaking transition can be
observed by fidelity susceptibility. In the end, the influ-
ence of non-Hermitian on topological order are discussed.
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